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In this paper we investigate the location of zeros of Hankel determinants with
iterated polynomial entries. Such determinants arise within the context of
numerical algorithms for acceleration of functional iteration. If p is a monic
polynomial of degree ~2 and H..(P, z) = det [P'(i+j)(z)k"i.j~", we show that as
n-oo 'most' of the zeros of H..(P, z) tend to the filled-in Julia set for p.
Moreover, we exhibit classes of polynomials p for which the normalised zero
counting measures for the H..(P, z) converge in the weak-star sense to the
invariant balanced measure (equilibrium distribution) of the Julia set fJp. We also
study the class of analytic functions f for which the qth iterate fo(q) is the identity;
such functions are called generalized roots of unity (GRU). We characterise all
rational functions that are GRU as specific Mobius maps and we determine all
second order GRUs that are real-analytic in a neighbourhood of the origin.

1. Introduction

The theme of this paper is the location of zeros of Hankel determinants with
iterated polynomial entries. Such determinants arise within the context of
numerical algorithms for acceleration of functional iteration and investigation of
their global dynamics.

Let f be a sufficiently smooth function from the Riemann sphere to itself and let
r(n) be its nth iterate,

n times
r--~ }(n)=fofo. 0 0 of, fo(O)(z):=z.

For any Zo E C, the sequence {fo(n)(Zo)};=o is generated by the dynamical system

z ~ f(z), (1.1)
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with the initial value Zo' If i = limn-+~fO(n)(Zo) exists, then it is necessarily a fixed
point of f, i.e. i = f(i).

Bounded convergence in (1.1) typically takes place only for Zo in a relatively
small subset of the complex plane and the convergence itself is frequently far too
slow for an efficient computational procedure. It can be replaced by a different
iterative procedure, the generalized Steffensen algorithm, with typically better
computational features.

The original Steffensen algorithm replaces (1.1) with

zf(f(z» -F(z) fo(O)(z)fo(2)(Z) -(fO(I)(Z»2_.~J;'{_\.= (1?\'"., 11\"'J.- f{f{z»=-Zf{z) + z = r(2){Z) -Zr(l){Z) + r(O){Z) '~.-I

(Steffensen, 1933). On closer examination, it is nothing else than the Aitken
procedure for convergence acceleration, repeatedly substituted back into the
iterative procedure. Aitken's acceleration generalizes to Wynn's epsilon algorithm
(Brezinski and Redivo Zaglia, 1991), and this provides a ready avenue for the
generalization of (1.Z):

Hn{f, z)

Hn-t{Ll2f, z)
z..-+Fn(z):=

Here

(1.4)Hn(f, :=det

is a Hankel determinant and

f0(2) fo(n+l) -2fo(n) + fo(n-l)-2fo(l) + fo(O)

Hn-l(i1.2f, .) = det ..
..
..

Jo(n+l) -Z/o(n) + Io(n-l) ...!"<2n) -Z!"<2n-l) + lo<2n-2)-

The iteration acceleration scheme (1.3) was introduced by Wimp (1970) and its
local convergence properties were extensively analyzed in (Iserles, 1989). Every
bounded fixed point of I is also a fixed point of Fn for all n ~ 1. We recall that a
bounded fixed point 2 of I is attractive if 0 < 1/'(2)1 < 1, repelling if ..1/'(2)1> 1,
neutral if 11'(2)1 = 1 and, finally, superattractive 01 degree s if 1'(2) = /,'(2) =
...= l<s)(2) = 0, l<s+I)(2) '* O. The following attractivity rules apply at any
bounded fixed point 2, provided that the function I is sufficiently smooth in its
neighbourhood and obeys very mild technical restrictions on its Taylor

coefficients about 2:
CASE 1. 0 < If'(i)1 and f'(i) is not a root of unity: i is superattractive of degree

n as a fixed point of Fn.
CASE 2. f'(i) is a root of unity of primitive degree q ~ 2: i is superattractive of
degree min {n, q -1} as a fixed point of Fn.
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CASE 3. ['(7.) = i is attractive as a fixed point of Fn

CASE 4. z is superattractive of degree s as a fixed point of f: it is superattractive
of degree (s + l)n-l(ns + s + 1) -1 as a fixed point of Fn.

If 00 is a fixed point of f then, in general, the local speed of convergence there
deteriorates for Fn or 00 might cease altogether to be a fixed point of Fn (Iserles,
1989). This is a welcome feature of the process (1.3), since, naturally, we are
interested in convergence to bounded fixed points.

Local convergence properties of generalized Steffensen are excellent, but they
tell only half of the story. The present paper represents an initial foray into the
other half: the global behaviour of the iterative procedure (1.3). Let ~ be the set
of all bounded fixed points of f and let PAl be their basin of attraction; i.e. the set
of all Zo E l: such that the process (1.1) converges to a member of ~. The
boundary of PAl is the Julia set ffloff(Blanchard, 1984).

The main question in the investigation of the global behaviour of generalized
Steffensen is the relationship between PAl and PAFn' since we want the algorithm to
converge for the largest possible range of initial values.

It might be useful at this stage to examine plots of PAFn for a few simple
functions of the form f(z) = Z2 + c. Figures 1-4 display PAFn for 1 ~ n ~ 4 and
c=0.31+0.04i, -0.11+0.6577i, -1.25 and i, respectively. Note that each
quadratic has two finite fixed points and, according to the aforementioned results
on local behaviour, both have basins of attraction with non-empty interior: these
are denoted in the figures by the grey and by the hatched areas. The original Julia
sets are outlined in the figures. Three features stand out: first, PAFn seems to be
unbounded. This is, in fact, generally true for any rational f, because a fixed point

FIG 4, for f(z) = Z2 + 0.31 + O.04i.The sets OOF.' n = I,
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FIG. 2. The sets !!AF". n = 1. 4, torf(z)=z2-0.11+0.6577i.

FIG. 3. The sets OOFn' n = 4, for f(z) = Z2 -1.25.
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}

, 4, for f(z) = Z2 + i.FIG. 4. The sets OOF", n = 1,

at 00 'losses' in attractivity (Blanchard, 1984; Iserles, 1989), although infinity
might well be adjoined by very thin tendrils (cf. Fig. 5). Second, the outer 'skin'
of .OJJFn, i.e. the boundary of the unbounded simply-connected component of
C\.OJJFn' hardly changes with n and tends to a limit very fast indeed. This
phenomenon, that occurs time and again in computer experiments, has not been
explained to date. Third, as n increases, the interior of .OJJFn \.OJJf gradually fills with
divergent 'bubbles', many of which congregate along 5"f'

All three features have nothing to do with the quadratic character of f Thus, in
Figure 5 we display .OJJFn for n = 0, 1, 2 (where, of course, Fo = f) for the quartic
f(z) = ~z -1Z4. The progressive 'degradation' of .OJJFn \.OJJf is, if at all, even more

emphasised.
In the present paper we focus on the third feature. If f is a polynomial, then

both Pn('):=Hn(f,') and Qn-l(o):=Hn-l(i12f,.) are polynomials (of exceedingly
high degrees) and Fn itself is a rational function. Many zeros of Pn and Qn-l are
shared. Two mechanisms are in operation. First, both Pn and Qn-l have zeros, of
known (and high) multiplicities at fixed points of f (Iserles, 1989). Second, points
that lie on certain inverse orbits are zeros of both polynomials. In Section 2 we
elucidate and count common zeros.

In Section 3 we investigate the asymptotic loci of zeros and poles of Fn as n
becomes large. Let f be a monic polynomial (monicity does not lead to any loss of
generality but simplifies the exposition) and v(P n; 0) the enumeration measure of
the monic polynomial Pn: an atomic measure that allocates the weight of l/deg Pn
to each zero of P n and is zero otherwise. By using a theorem of Blatt, Saff and
Simkani (1988) we prove that, given any closed subset A of the unbounded
component of C\5"f, it is true that v(Pn;A)~O. In other words, zeros tend to
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congregate (in a well-defined sense) on and inside the Julia set of f Similar results
apply to Qn-l' Moreover, suppose that it is true that V(Pn; B)~O for any closed
subset of the interior of the polynomial convex hull Pc( ff f). Then
v( P n; .) ~ V 3" f ( .), where v 3" f is the invariant balanced measure of the set .OJj. Since
V3"f is supported by .OJj, it follows that, for n» 1, zeros (and, by the same token,
poles) of Pn congregate along the 'original' Julia set. Note that the condition is
trivially fulfilled when int (Pc( ff f» is empty.

FIG. 5. The sets ~F", n =0,1,2, for j(z) = ~z -!Z4.
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FIG. 5. (Continued)

The results of Section 3 go some way towards explaining the phenomenon of
'bubbles' approaching .o/"p as evidenced in Figures 1-5.

Section 4 is devoted to a far more extreme phenomenon: it is possible for
certain functions f and specific values of n that Hn(f, .) = 0, say. In that case the
algorithm (1.3) is, obviously, useless. This is the case if r(q) = z for appropriate
q ~ 1: we call such functions the qth order generalized roots of unity (GRU). We
characterise all rational functions that are GRU as specific Mobius transforma-
tions. Moreover, we find the set of all second-order GRU that are real-analytic in
a non-empty neighbourhood of the origin.

2. Common zeros of Hn(P, .) and Hn-i(L12p, .)

Let p(z) be a monic polynomial of degree m ~ 2 and define fj p as the Julia set of
p(z). Also define as above

Pn(z):= Hn(P, z), Qn-i(Z):= Hn-l(L12p, z).

Then it is not difficult to see that Pn(z) is a polynomial of degree

Un := (m2n+2 -1)/(m2 -1). (2.1)

To obtain a lower bound for the number of common zeros of Pn(z) and
Qn-l(Z) we shall make use of the following.

LEMMA 2.1 For each n = 1, 2, ..., the polynomial

n (p°(j) _pO(i» (2.2)
O~i<j~n

divides the polynomials Pn(z) and Qn-l(Z).
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Proof. We will prove the result for n = 2 since a similar argument applies for
n >2. We shall use the standard notation /[Xl' X2, ...,Xk] for the divided
difference of a function/in the points Xl' X2'.'.' Xk.

We first write

p.(O) p.(I) po(2)
.(1) .(2) .(3)

P P P
.(2) .(3) .(4)

-p P p-

p.(O) po(l) p.(2)

p.(I) -p.(O) p.(2) -p.(I) p.(3) -p.(2)

p.(2) -p.(I) p.(3) -p.(2) p.(4) -p.(3) -

and then extract the common factor (p.(I) -p.(O») from the second row and the
common factor (p.(2) _po(l») from the third row. The determinant that remains is

.(0) .(1) .(2)
P p P

1 po(l)[po(O), p.(l)] p.(2)[p.(0), po(l)]

1 p.(I)[p.(I), p.(2)] p.(2)[p.(I), po(2)]

Pz=Hz(p, .)=det

=det

.")
/

(2.3)det

Since
pO(l)[pO(l), po(2)] -pO(l)[po(O), pO(l)] = (po(2) -po(O»po(l)[pO(O), po(l), po(2)],

po(2)[po(l), po(2)] -po(2)[pO(O), pO(l)] = (po(2) -pO(O»po(2)[pO(O), po(l), po(2)],

subtracting the second row from the third row in (2.3) yields a matrix whose last

row has (po(2) -pO(O» as a common factor. Thus

P2 = (po(2) -po(l»(po(2) -po(O»(pO(l) -po(O»Hi(p, .), (2.4)

H2*(p, .) = det

-po(O) pO(I) po(2)

1 pO(I)[po(O), po(l)] po(2)[po(O), pO(I)]

-0 pO(I)[pO(O), p.(I), po(2)] po(2)[pO(0), po(l), pO(2)]-

Finally, it is not difficult to verify that all the entries in this last matrix are
polynomials in z.

Next, write

Ql=H1(L12p, .)[ 0(2) -2 0(1) + 0(0) 0(3) -2 0(2) + 0(1)
= det p P P P P P

po(3) -2po(2) + pO(I) po(4) -2po(3) + po(2)

1 0 0

po(2) -2pO(1) + po(O) pO(3) -2po(2) + pO(l)

po(3) -2pO(2) + po(l) po(4) -2pO(3) + po(2)
po(l) -p.(O)

.p.(2) -po(l)

=det

11 1
p.(l) -p.(O) p0(2) _p.(l) p.(3) _p0(2)

.p.(2) -p.(l) p.(3) -p.(2) p.(4) -P 0(3)

=det
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By the same token,

Ql = (po(2) -pO(1»)(pO(2) -pO(Q»)(pO(l)
-pO(Q»H;*(p, 0), (2.5)

where

H~*(p, .) = det
1 1 1

1 pO(l)[po(O), po(l)] pO(2)[pO(O), pO(l)]

_0 pO(l)[pO(O), po(l), po(2)] pO(2)[pO(O), pO(l), po(2)]

So for n = 2 the lemma follows from (2.4) and (2.5). 0

Since the degree of the polynomial in (2.2) equals

m + 2m2 + 3m3 + ...+ nmn,

Lemma 2.1 immediately gives

PROPOSITION 2.2 At least (nmn+2
by Hn(P, .) and Hn-t(t1.2p, .).

-(n + l)mn+ + m)/(m -If zeros are shared

3. Asymptotic behaviour of zeros of Hn(P, .)

If q(z) is a polynomial of degree N with zeros Zl' zz, ..., ZN, the normalised zero
distribution associated with q(z) (or the enumeration measure of q(z)) is defined

by

(3.1)

where 6k denotes the unit point mass at Zk-
Let E c C be a compact set,

~(E) := {unit measures supported on E},

I[ a]:= f flog Iz -tl-1 da(z) da(t),

V(E) := inf I[ a],
oe.ll(E)

cap (E):= e-V(E) (logarithmic capacity).

If cap (E) > 0, then there exists a unique YE E M(E) such that

I[YE] = V(E),

which is called the equilibrium distribution for E (cf. Tsuji, 1959). Recall that if E
is the Julia set for a polynomial p, then its equilibrium distribution is also the
invariant measure of the Julia set (Brolin, 1965).

Let c:= C U {oo} denote the extended complex plane. For a compact set
S c C, we let D~(S) denote the component of C\S containing 00 (thus D~(S) is an
open, connected, unbounded set). Furthermore we set Pc (S):= C\D~(S), which
is called the polynomial convex hull of S. In describing the asymptotic behavior of
the zeros of Hn(P, z) we shall make use of the following two results.
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THEOREM A (Brolin, 1965)
is its Julia set, then

cap (,jip) = 1.

THEOREM B (Blatt, Saff and Simkani, 1988) Let 5 c C be a compact set with
cap (5) > O. If the monic polynomials qn(Z) = zn + .." which are given for a
subsequence of indices n, say n e A c N, satisfy

(a) lim suPn-+oo Ilqn llyn ~ cap (5), n e A,
where Ilqnlls = suPzeS Iqn(z)l, then for every closed set A c Doo(5),

limv(qn;A)=O, neA. (3.2)
n-+oo

If, in addition,
(b) limn_oo v(qn; B) = 0, n E 1\.,

for every closed set B c int (Pc (S)), then

v(qn)~vs as n-oo, neA,
in the weak star sense, i.e.,

neA

for any f e Co(C), where Vs is the equilibrium distribution for S.

Our first results shows that, as n- 00, relatively few zeros of Hn(P, z) can lie at
a fixed positive distance from the filled-in Julia set for p.

THEOREM 3.1 Let p be a monic polynomial of degree m ~ 2 and P n (z) =
Hn(P, z). If A cDoo(Jp) is a closed set, then

lim v(Pn; A) = O.
n-o=

Proof We know by virtue of Theorem A that cap (:Jip) = 1. Since Pn(z) is given
by the determinant (1.4), we can apply the Hadamard inequality (cf. Curtis, p.
133) to obtain

n n

IIPnll~p~ Il 2: IIp.(k+I)I1~p.
1=0 k=O

Furthermore, since p(z) E jp for Z E jp, we have IIp.(i)ll,1 = Ilpll,1p for all
nonnegative integers i. Hence p

IIPnll,1p~(n+l)(n+l)/2Mn+l, (3.4)
where M:=llp(z)ll,1p:=suPze,1plp(z)l<oo. Recall that Pn(z) is a monic polyno-
mial and has the degree Un, where Un is given in (2.1). Since limn-+oo [(n +
1) log (n + 1)]/un = 0, we obtain from (3.4),

lim sup IIPnll~;. ~ 1 = cap (jp). (3.5)
n-+oo

Thus, the condition (a) of Theorem B is satisfied and the result follows. 0
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THEOREM 3.2 If for every closed set B c int (Pc (jp)) it is true that

lim v(Pn; B) = 0,
n-+oo

then

v(Pn)~V,1p as n~oo, (3.7)

where v,1p is the equilibrium distribution for Jp.

Proof. As shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the condition a) of Theorem B
holds. By assumption, the condition b) also holds and the result follows. 0

Since (3.6) is obviously satisfied when int (Pc (Jp)) = 0, we now consider
several cases when the latter condition holds.

DEFINITION If the equation po(n)(z) -C = 0 has a multiple root, then c is called a
critical points of the inverse function po(-n>(z). Henceforth C1 will denote the set
of finite critical points OfpO(-l)(z).

COROLLARY 3.3 If anyone of the following conditions holds for the polynomial
p(z), then

v(Pn)~ v-'p as n-+oo.

(i) C1 cA(oo):= {z; Ipo(n)(z)l-+oo}.
(ii) p(z) = Z3 + az, where a is real and lal ~ 3.
(iii) p(z) = Z2 -A, where A ~ -! or A ~ 2.

Proof. Each of the above conditions implies that Jp is either totally disconnected
or a subset of an interval on the real or imaginary axis (cf. Theorems 11.4, 13.1,
and 12.1 in Brolin, 1965). Thus int (Pc (Jp» = 0 in each of these cases and so the

corollary follows from Theorem 3.2. 0

We have studied in greater detail the special case p(z) = Z2 for which Jp is the
unit circle Izi = 1. Using properties of the determinant, computer calculations and
Rouche's theorem, we obtain the following result.

PROPOSITION 3.4 Let Bn := Hn(Z2, .).
(a) There are at least (n -2)2n+l + n + 4 zeros of Bn(z) on the unit circle

Izi = 1.
(b) As n-+OO all zeros of Bn(z) inside the unit circle, except the zero at z =0,

tend to the unit circle and all zeros outside the unit circle lie in the set

E* = {z: Izi < 1.12} U {z : Iz -l/ZoI <0.015} U {z: Iz -1/z11 <0.OO4},

where Zo = 0.2409:r. 0.7897i, Zl = 0.8771:r. 0.2672i.

(c) As n-+OO,

v(Bn)~ vs,

where Vs is the equilibrium distribution on the unit circle S.
(d) All the polynomials Bn, n = 1, 2, ..., are zero-free in the region

D = {z :O<lzl<~} U {z: Izl>~}.
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It is tempting, in view of the above results and in the absence of an example to
the contrary, to make the following

CONJECTURE. If P is any monic polynomial of degree ~2 and Pn(z) = Hn(P, z),

then

v(Pn)~ v"p as n-oo.

In the remainder of this section we study the fixed points of Fn(z) when
f(z) E p(z) is a monic polynomial.

The equation Fn(z) = z is equivalent to

Pn(z) -ZQn-I(Z):= Hn(P, z) -ZHn-I(L!2p, z) = 0, Hn-I(L!2p, z) *O.

Set Gn(z):= -Pn(z) + ZQn-I(Z). By the properties of the determinant, we get
0(0 ) 0(1) O(n)p p ...p

Pn = det ......
_po(n) po(n+l).

0(0)
p

0( 1) 0(0)
P -p

'po(2n) -

po(1)
0(2) 0(1)

P -p

O(n)
.p

.po(n+l) _po(n)=det

_po(n).. .po(2n)_po(2n-l)_p.(n-l) po(n+l)

0

po(2) -2po(1) + po(O)

0

.po(n+l) -2p.(n) +p.(n-l)

Lp'(">

ZQ"-1 = ZH"-I(L!2p, .)

Z

p'(l) -p.(O)=det ..
..
..

p.(n+l) -2p.(n) + po(n-l). ..p.(2n) -2p.(2n-l) + p.(2n-2)

po(O) ...p.(O)

p.(2) _po(l) ...p.(n+l) _p.(n)

_po(n) _po(n-l)

po(O)

pO(l) -po(O)=det

Lp.(n) -p.(n-l) po(n+l) -po(n). ..p.(2n) -po(2n-l)

pO(Q) -po(l)

po(2) -pO(l)

.po(o) -po(n)

.po(n+l)_po(n)

0

pO(l) -pO(O)

.pO(2n) _po(2n-l)

-l)k(p.(Q) -p.(k»)AkJ

n

=L
k=l

where Ak is a determinant formed by deleting the first row and the (k + 1)th

column of Gn. By induction we can prove that

deg (Ak) = ml + ...+ m2k-l + m2k+2 + ...+ m2n, for k = 1, 2, ..., n -1;

deg (An) = m1 + m3 +. ..+ m2n-l,
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where the Ak's are polynomials and deg (Ak) means degree of Ak" By comparing
degrees of all terms in above expansion of Gn we get that Gn is of degree

un: = m1 + m1 + m4 + m6 + ...+ m2n

= Un -(1 + m2) + 2m = Un -(m -1)2.

Furthermore we have limn-.oo [(n + 1) log (n + 1)]/vn = 0 and Gn(z) is a monic

polynomial.
The invariance of Jp under the mapping p, implies that IlpO(i)ll"p = IIp II"p =: M

for all nonnegative integers i. This, in tandem with the Hadamard inequality,
implies that

-pO(k+l-l)ll~p

Thus

(3.8)

We deduce from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that (3.5) is the key to the proof of the
aforementioned theorems, corollaries and examples. Since (3.8) is an analogue of
(3.5), the following theorem and corollary follow at once.

THEOREM 3.5 Let p be a monic polynomial of degree ~ 2 and Gn(z):=
ZHn-l(t12p, z) -Hn(P, z). If A c: D~(Jip) is any closed set, then

lim v(Gn; A) = O.
n--+~

Furthermore, if for any closed set B c int (Pc (J!p»,

lim v(Gn; B) = 0,
n--+oo

then

v(Gn)~ v.1p as n-oo,

where v.1p is the equilibrium distribution for "p.

COROLLARY 3.6 If anyone of the following conditions holds for the polynomial
p(z), then

v(Gn)~ v.1p as n-oo.

(i) C1 cA(oo):= {z; Ipo(n)(z)l-oo}.
(ii) p(z) = Z3 + az, where a is real and lal ~ 3.

(iii) p(z) = Z2 -A, where A ~ -~ or A ~ 2.

4. General~~ed roots of unity

The iterative scheme (1.3) is ill-defined if both Hn(f,') and Hn-l(l12f,.)
identically vanish. This is, indeed, the case when r(q) is the identity for some

k=U 1=1 k=O

~ (n + 1)<n+l)(2Mfn+2.
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q E {1, ..., n}: it is trivial that Hn(J, .) = 0, since two distinct rows are identical.
This is also the case with Hn-t(42J, .) if 0 ~ q ~ n -1. To prove the statement for
q = n we consider row sums of the underlying matrix. Since

,,-1 ,,+1
2: L12fo(k+/) = 2: fo(k+/)
/=0 /=2

= fo(k+,,+I) -

n n-l

-2 2: fO(k+/) + 2: fo(k+/)
/=1 /=0

.fo(k+n) -fO(k+l) + fO(k) = 0, 1,k=O,..., n

it follows that, uniformly in z, [1, 1, ...,1]T is an eigenvector with zero
eigenvalue. Consequently, the determinant vanishes identically in z.

In the present section we investigate such functions. We may assume without
loss of generality that the fixed point resides at the origin. A function [, analytic
in an open neighbourhood au of the origin and such that [(0) = 0, will be termed
a qth generalised root o[unity (abbreviated as GRUq) ifr(q)(z) = z for all z E au.

For every k E {I,THEOREM 4.1 ., q -l} and C E C the function

f(z) = exp (21t"ik/ q )z
1 +cz (4.1)

is GRUq. Moreover, every rational map, not the identity, that is GRUq is
necessarily of the form (4.1) for some c e C.

Proof First we will prove that every rational map that is GRUq must be a
Mobius map.

Suppose I(z) is a rational function such that 1(0) = 0, r(q)(z) = z for z E OIL.
Then r(q)(z) = z for all z E C. Consider the function r(q-l)(z), which is rational
and satisfies r(q-l)(O) = O. Write in the lowest terms

zu(z)
~'

r<q-l)(Z) =f(z) =
~m-l k

Z L..k=O akZ

~j=O bjzj

where u, v are polynomials and bo =# O. Then we get

This is equivalent to

m-l n
U(Z)(V(Z»n 2: ak(ZU(z»k(V(Z»m-l-k = (V(Z»m 2: bAzu(z)Y(v(z»n-j

k=O j=O

or

U(Z)[ (v(z))n~: ak(ZU(z))k(V(Z))m-l-.

n

-(v(z»m L bjz(zu(Z)Y-1(V(Z»n-j
;=1

= bo(v(z))m+n,
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If u(z) is not a constant, then (4.4) implies that u and v have a common factor,
which contradicts our assumption. Thus u(z) = constant and, moreover, by
comparing the degrees of the polynomials on the left-hand and right-hand sides of
(4.4), we see that deg (v) ~ 1. Hence f(z) must be a Mobius map.

Now we need to prove that every Mobius map, not the identity, that is GRUq
is of the form (4.1). Mobius maps are in correspondence with 2 x 2 matrices,

az +b
cz +d

a 

b

]cd'
ad -bc :#: 0,g(z) =

and it is elementary that

m=O,l,

Suppose that g is a Mobius map and g(O) = O. Thus, b = 0 and d * O. Assuming
without loss of generality that d = 1, we readily obtain

0
a O]q =

c 1

aq

I-aq

I-a
1c

where we replace (1- aq)/(1- a) by q if a = 1. Consequently, go(q)(z) = z if and
only if the last matrix is the identity. This is exactly the form (4.1). 0

In the remainder of this section we characterise all real GRUz functions. It
turns out that the set of such functions includes many highly nontrivial examples.
First we need a technical result.

PROPOSITION 4.2 Let h be a function which is real analytic in a neighbourhood of
the origin and h(O) = O. Given any real x in the neighbourhood of the origin,
there exists a unique solution 1] of the equation

1](X) + h(1]2(X)) = j2x (4.5)

such that 1](0) = 0 and 1] can be extended to an analytic function.

Proof. Since

(1 +27l(x)h'(7l2(X)))~= j2,ax

'1(0) = 0 implies that

~
ax

=)2

and the proposition follows at once from the implicit function theorem. 0

A trivial geometric interpretation of GRU2 for real functions, which is central

to our argument, follows at once from the definition.
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-
2K

Hence

is GRU2. Of course, we choose the principal branch of the square root. It is easy
to extend this example to K E C\ {O}, by direct verification that 1<2)( z) = z for all
Izi < 1/(4/KI). 0
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EXAMPLE Choose K eR\{O} and h(x):= Kx/j2. Then

j211 (x) = (-1+j(1+4Kx)).

uur next theorem, that characterises real functions in GRUz, is based on the

aforementioned geometric interpretation.

THEOREM 4.5 A real function f is GRUz if and only if it is of the form

f(z) = z -/21J(z),

where 1J has been defined in (4.5) and h therein is an arbitrary real analytic
function such that h(O) = o.

Proof Let h be as above. Thus, h(zZ) is even. Invoking Corollary 4.4 and

rotating by 450 we obtain
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